A RIDING tour of

Sary chelek,
Kyrgyzstan
16th – 25th September 2022
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Introduction from Alexandra Tolstoy
I have spent twenty years riding all over Kyrgyzstan
but Sary Chelek is the place to which I always return.
Nestled in the western Tien Shan Mountains, this
magnificent nature reserve is home to seven alpine
lakes, meadows of the most exquisite wildflowers and
the largest walnut forest in the world. Perhaps the
most spectacular scenery I have ever encountered, it
is also home to the most wonderful people - Kyrgyz
shepherds and their families who spend the winters
in picturesque villages and the summers in yurts high
up in the alpine pastures or jailoo. There is no better
holiday in my eyes; time spent doing something so
invigorating and disconnected from the stresses of the
modern world is invaluable - this slice of simplicity
and proximity to nature is restoration for the soul.

The Horses
The Kyrgyz horses are perhaps my favourite breed
in the world; tough and extraordinarily foot sure,
they can scale any mountain pass without losing a
step, but also enjoy a canter through the alpine
meadows. This is not trekking but proper riding
and yet the horses don't misbehave because they are
so well-trained and fit from their regular lives with
their shepherd owners. Often belonging to our
guides each one will be known personally, allowing
riders and horses to be matched up with great care!
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INFORMATION ON THE TRIP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will ride for approx. 5hrs a day (25km). You will need to be able to trot and canter
confidently
There will approximately 1 guide on horseback to every 3 riders
Staff include; cooks, camp assistants, an English-speaking guide who is also a photographer
The group is supported by a back-up truck with staff, which goes ahead each day to set up
camp so that it is ready for our arrival
Camping is in British three-man tents (only used for 2 people) and a large mess tent with
tables and chairs for communal meals is provided
The day begins with a hot breakfast, lunch is packed in saddle bags to maximise riding time
and supper is a 3-course affair - all meals are freshly cooked with local ingredients
There is hot water for washing and showers, and loo tents are provided
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OVERNIGHT
LOCATION

ITINERARY
PM:
•

Friday 16th
September

In Transit
•

AM:
•
•

Saturday 17th
September

Osh

PM:
•

•
•

Sunday 18th
September

Monday 19th
September

Recommended flights (TBC & not included in the quote):
London Heathrow T4 – Moscow SVO
Aeroflot SU2579
13:25/19:10
Connect to your onward flight
Moscow SVO - Osh
Aeroflot SU1894
21:10/04:30 (next day)

Land at 04:30 in Osh, Kyrgyzstan
Upon arrival you will be transferred to the delightfully
named Sun Rise Hotel where your rooms will be
available for immediate occupancy. The hotel is simple
but clean and comfortable.

ACCOMMODATION
& MEALS

On plane

Sun Rise Hotel

Standard Room
This afternoon we will have a private guide with whom
to explore this exotic and once crucial Silk Road city (oft
B’fast, Lunch and Dinner
named as Kyrgyzstan’s southern capital).
Visit the local bazaars, still humming with life in the
oldest city in the country.
Dinner tonight is at a local restaurant.

We depart Osh in the early morning and transfer to the hamlet
of Dharik Tash (approx. 6-hours). En route stop off at the ancient
city of Uzgen where we will have a guided tour. Uzgen was
founded in the 2nd century BC and was one of the main trading
points for Central Asia.

Camping

Dharik Tash
Lunch will be in the characterful town of Djalal-Abad, after
which we move onto Dharik Tash where our camp will be set up
prior to our arrival at a beautiful riverside location, in the
shadow of the mountains.

Kizel Kel’

After breakfast, we will meet our horses and set off through
magnificent wooded mountains, jagged rocky peaks and
wildflower meadows.
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All inclusive

Camping
All inclusive

After a picnic lunch we will continue through lush woodland to
the picturesque Kizel Kel’, passing charming villages and
gardens full of wild orchids. Tonight’s camp is on the bank of a
crystal-clear mountain stream where you can enjoy a swim.

Tuesday 20th
September

Jylgyn

This morning’s ride is through acres of verdant land with walnut
and wild mulberry trees. After passing over Tas-Bel Pass the
terrain opens up into wild-flower meadows where it is possible
to canter.
After lunch we will descend to the camp which is near a waterfall
and it is possible to have a swim in the river.

Wednesday
21st
September

Lake Iri-Kel

Today we enter Sary Chelek Reserve and ride through walnut
forests, with many opportunities for trotting and cantering,
before reaching the magnificently beautiful campsite beside the
turquoise waters of Lake Iri-Kel, near the home of the local park
ranger and his family.
Surrounded by mountains and meadows of wildflowers, you
can swim in the pristine lake, as well as take a ride on the
ranger’s motor boat. A clear spring, ice cold and rich in minerals
bubbles up just yards from the campsite.

Today we will ride around five of the lakes of Sary Chelek
Reserve, surrounded all day by the most magnificent scenery.
Thursday 22nd
September

Friday 23rd
September

Sary-Chelek
Reserve

Lake Kara-Suu

Lunch is on the shores of one of the lakes and we will return to
last night’s camp.

Today takes us over the beautiful Kotorma Pass (2446m) to Lake
Kara-Suu. The route up to the pass is steep and narrow, but
easily negotiated by the local Kyrgyz horses. On reaching the
top, take in the magnificent view before beginning to pick your
way downhill, passing between tall boulders before reaching
camp.
After lunch in camp and tea in a local yurt, we can watch a game
of Ulak-Tartysh (a variation on polo but using the body of a dead
goat) on the plateau beside the dramatic Lake Kara-Suu, and this
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Camping
All inclusive

Camping
All inclusive

Camping
All inclusive

Camping
All inclusive

evening back in camp you can enjoy a bonfire and a folklore
concert with songs and national instruments.

This morning we will follow the Kara-Suu river back down a
series of breathtaking waterfalls and cascades before the river
broadens briefly into a wide alluvial plain, only to narrow again
where the flow quickens through a stark and rocky landscape.

Saturday 24th
September

Bishkek

Asia Mountains Hotel
After a picnic lunch beside the river, your riding adventure is
concluded and we will be transferred by car, to Bishkek (approx.
Standard Room
8-hours). The drive is beautiful and passes through the
expansive Susamir Valley, full of nomads with their yurts and
B’fast, Lunch and Dinner
flocks of animals.
Dinner is at a charming local restaurant en route to Bishkek.
Tonight is spent at the Asia Mountains Hotel, a small family run
hotel in the city.
AM:
•

Sunday 25th
September

On your last day of this Silk Road journey we will
explore the capital Bishkek. Founded by the Russians in
the nineteenth century and situated at the foot of the
Tien Shan mountains with views of the surrounding
glaciers, you can see the enormous Alatau Square and
visit the Osh Bazaar, where it is possible to buy colourful
Kyrgyz felt carpets and hats as souvenirs of your
wonderful adventure.

In transit
PM:
•

•

Home
Recommended flights (TBC & not included in the quote):
Bishkek to Moscow SVO
Aeroflot SU1881
16:05/17:50
Connect to your onward flight
Moscow SVO to London Heathrow T4
Aeroflot SU2584
19:10/21:25
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INCLUSIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation as per itinerary
Surface transportation as per itinerary
Horse hire
Excursions, sightseeing & entrance fees as per itinerary
Meals as specified as included in the itinerary, including beer and vodka during the camping
section of the trip.
Support team including guides, drivers, chefs and camp assistants
All presently applicable taxes including service tax

EXCLUSIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International flights
Visas
Any PCR tests and hotel quarantine on return to the UK
Additional equipment required (please see equipment list)
All expenses of a personal nature and tips at hotels, guides, or for drivers.
Any meals or drinks as not specified as included
Any increases in tax (airline, fuel, government etc…)
Alcoholic drinks other than specified as included
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WHY BOOK WITH AMPERSAND?
At Ampersand, we believe that “luxury is in the experience”. We love travelling in style but are not afraid
to step off the usual circuit in order to experience something more rewarding. We specialise in exclusive
tailor-made holidays that are perfect for honeymoons, cultural tours, family trips, wildlife adventures,
sabbaticals and multi-generational holidays.
Over the last 10 years we have established ourselves as a leader in luxury holidays to the Indian
subcontinent, South East Asia and the Far East. In keeping with our desire to share the places we know
and love best, we are thrilled to have recently added the British Isles and Southern Africa to our
portfolio of destinations.
Our clients are mostly private individuals who recognise that time is their most precious asset and want
to entrust it to experts with a well proven track record. This smoothes out the planning process and
ensures that they have the most rewarding and memorable experience possible. We also look after some
of the world’s most acclaimed museums and organisations who rely on us to arrange once-in-a-lifetime
group tours for their most important patrons.
Local knowledge & contacts: We are a team of knowledgeable and well-connected individuals who have
lived and /or travelled extensively in the destinations we offer.
First-hand experience: We personally visit all the hotels and locations we recommend and can provide
you with first-hand information and opinions on them.
Easy to reach: We personally answer all phone calls (during office working hours). You will never be
answered by a machine or be frustrated by multiple options. All our clients also receive our emergency
phone number which they are welcome to use outside working hours.
Financial protection: Ampersand Travel is ATOL bonded meaning that the money spent on your holiday
is protected.
Personal service: You will be looked after by one consultant from your initial enquiry until your safe
return home from holiday.
Reliability: 80% of our business is from repeat clients and friends they have recommended to us.
Small by choice: We have deliberately chosen to remain small so that we can look after our clients to the
best of our ability and enjoy the process as we go along.
Totally independent: We only sell places we love. Unless we would be happy to stay there we will not
sell it – it’s as simple as that.
Owner run: Ampersand is owner run and, interestingly, most of our carefully selected ground handlers
are too. We feel that this creates a far more passionate and personal service and a greater sense of
accountability, which are key to providing the best possible service.
We love travel: This will become obvious as soon as you contact us!
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